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Abstract 

During their operation, modern aircraft engine components are subjected to increasingly demanding operating conditions, 
especially the high pressure turbine (HPT) blades. Such conditions cause these parts to undergo different types of time-dependent 
degradation, one of which is creep. A model using the finite element method (FEM) was developed, in order to be able to predict 
the creep behaviour of HPT blades. Flight data records (FDR) for a specific aircraft, provided by a commercial aviation 
company, were used to obtain thermal and mechanical data for three different flight cycles. In order to create the 3D model 
needed for the FEM analysis, a HPT blade scrap was scanned, and its chemical composition and material properties were 
obtained. The data that was gathered was fed into the FEM model and different simulations were run, first with a simplified 3D 
rectangular block shape, in order to better establish the model, and then with the real 3D mesh obtained from the blade scrap. The 
overall expected behaviour in terms of displacement was observed, in particular at the trailing edge of the blade. Therefore such a 
model can be useful in the goal of predicting turbine blade life, given a set of FDR data. 
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Abstract 

The structural behaviour of a single-lap hybrid (bonded/bolted) composite joint  subjected to a tensile external load was evaluated 
by means of the Finite Element Method (FEM). In particular, the distribution of stresses acting in its adhesive layer was 
compared with that relative to the case of a simply adhesive bonded joint. Furthermore, the load transferred by the bolt was 
determined at different characteristics of the adhesive and of the applied external tensile load, corresponding to both single and 
double bolt configuration. The obtained values were in turn compared with experimental data found in literature, so validating 
the produced numerical simulations. 
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1. Introduction 

In many industrial sectors, particularly aerospace, develop and use of composite materials is very relevant. These 
materials allow the production of goods relatively complex and of big dimensions, the use of joints results to be 
always necessary for creating complex structures. Traditionally joints between composite materials were made by a 
mechanical fastening, however this technique shows various disadvantages such as high stress concentrations at the 
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hole, also due to a localised load transfer, which reduces considerably the fatigue and fracture strength of the joint. 
For this reason, the adhesive bonding technique is preferred in the joining of composite material parts. By this 
technique the load can be transferred in a continuous manner allowing a better stress distribution. Furthermore, the 
absence of holes in such joining of composites avoids the deterioration of mechanical characteristics and structural 
integrity due to fibres cut. 

In many cases adhesive bonded joints are reinforced through the use of rivets. Traditionally the combination of 
mechanical fastening and adhesive bonding was considered useless in order to structural performance. However, the 
evaluations here made are aimed to the study of high performance aerospace joints, characterized by high modulus 
epoxy resin adhesives. In this case the adhesive layer transfers most of the load, without having appreciable benefits 
in the performance adding bolts. In fact, only by using a low modulus adhesive a better load distribution between 
bolt and adhesive was obtained, giving to the joint a greater strength, stiffness and fatigue life. Moreover, the use of 
the bolt allowed to avoid premature joint fractures due to defects inside the adhesive and allowed the alignment of 
the structures to be joined during the adhesive cure cycles (Kelly (2006)). 

In the present work numerical analyses by Finite Element Method (FEM), for the evaluation of the structural 
performance of a single-lap hybrid joint subjected to an external tensile load were made. In particular, by means of 
the software ANSYS®, the stress distribution acting on the adhesive was determined and compared with that relative 
to a simply adhesive bonded joint. Moreover, the load transferred by the bolt was estimated for varying adhesive 
characteristics and applied load, with one or two bolts. These results were then compared to the experimental ones 
for the validation of the numerical simulation. 

Kelly (2005) analysed the load distribution in hybrid composite single-lap joints through 3D FEM including the 
effects of bolt-hole contact and non-linear material behaviour. By means of a parametric study, he investigated the 
effect of joint design parameters on the load transferred by the bolt. Moreover, a joint was experimentally equipped 
with an instrumented bolt, used to measure the load transfer in the joint. Measured bolt load values were compared 
to predictions from FEM and results showed good agreement. Kelly (2006) continued the previous work focusing on 
strength and fatigue life of hybrid (bonded/bolted) joints with CFRP (Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers) adherends. 
He determined experimentally the effect of adhesive material properties and laminate stacking sequence on joint’s 
structural behaviour and failure modes. Hybrid joints with lower modulus adhesives showed greater strength, 
stiffness and fatigue life in comparison to simply adhesive bonded joints. Hybrid joints with high modulus adhesives 
showed no significant improvement in strength although increased fatigue life was observed due to the presence of 
the bolt. Ireman (1998) made a 3D FEM analysis of bolted composite joints to determine non-uniform stress 
distributions through the thickness of composite laminates in the vicinity of a bolt hole. Experimental elongations, 
strains, and bolt load on test specimens were measured to validate the numerical model and a number of parameters 
such as laminate layup and thickness, bolt diameter and type, clamping force and lateral support was varied, each 
analysed by using a 3D FEM. Generally, comparison between computed and experimental results showed good 
agreement. Barut and Madenci (2009) developed a semi-analytical solution method for stress analysis of single-lap 
hybrid (bolted/bonded) joints of composite laminates under in-plane and lateral loading. The laminate and bolt 
displacements were based on the Mindlin and Timoshenko beam theories, respectively. Adhesive displacement field 
was expressed in function of those of laminates by using the shear-lag model. Governing equilibrium equations were 
based on the virtual work principle. The capability of the approach was validated by demonstration problems, 
including the analysis of bolted and bonded joints and hybrid joints with and without considering a dis-bond between 
adhesive and laminates. Paroissien et al. (2007) presented two 1D elastic analytical models for the determination of 
the load transfer in a hybrid (bolted/bonded) single-lap joint. The first one developed the integration of the local 
equilibrium equations with an elastic-plastic approach. The second one used the FEM, introducing a new element 
called “bonded-bar”. The two approaches allowed to analyse the load transfer and to evaluate the influence of 
different geometric and mechanical parameters. Hart-Smith (1985) considered the combination of adhesive bonding 
and mechanical fastening for fibrous composite structures. Analyses of undamaged structures showed that, because 
the adhesive bond load path is so much stiffer than the load path through bolts or rivets, the combination was not 
stronger than a well-designed bonded joint alone. However, the combination of bonding and bolting seemed to be 
useful for repair and prevent damage from spreading of plates. Studies involved large stepped-lap composite to metal 
joints. Imanaka et al. (1995) investigated the strength characteristics of adhesive/rivet combined lap joints. They 
made fatigue tests on rivet, adhesive and adhesive/rivet combined joints with different lap widths, adhesive and rivet 
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strengths. Furthermore, to compare fatigue crack initiation and propagation behaviour of the adhesive joint with 
those of the combined joint, the strain changes were measured by strain gauges bonded onto the adherend plate near 
the lap end. Fatigue strength of adhesive joints could be improved by combining the adhesive with rivets of nearly 
equal or slightly higher fatigue strength than the adhesive joint. Furthermore, fatigue cracks propagated more 
gradually in combined joints than in adhesive joints after crack initiation. Crocombe et al. (2002) made numerical 
studies for investigating the effect of key parameters on the joining technique and to determine optimum gauge 
specification and location. They made calibration curves relative to strain change due to the extent of damage. These 
numerical studies were then validated through a series of fatigue tests on both aluminium and GRP-bonded joints. 
Predicted and observed damage showed close correlation. Fatigue tests also indicated that, for unmodified joints 
(intact fillets), even at high loads (50% static failure loads), there was an initiation phase that accounted for about a 
half the fatigue life of the joint. Removal of the adhesive fillet eliminated the initiation phase and consequently 
reduced the fatigue life. McCarthy et al. (2002) investigated the effects of bolt-hole clearance on the stiffness and 
strength of composite bolted joints. They studied single-lap/single-bolt joints. Four different clearances were 
considered, ranging from neat-fit to 240 mm. Both protruding head and countersunk bolts were used, with two 
different applied torque levels. Specimen dimensions were chosen to obtain bearing as primary failure mode. 
Increasing clearance resulted in reduced joint stiffness and increased ultimate strain in all tested configurations. 
Finger-tight joints with protruding head bolts showed a link between clearance and strength, but countersunk and 
torqued joints did not. A delay in load take-up also occurred with the higher clearance joints, which affected the load 
distributions in multi-bolt joints. Barroso et al. (2010) analysed an adhesive double-lap joint between unidirectional 
carbon-epoxy composite and aluminium plates. An elasto-plastic FEM simulation determined the extent of the 
yielded zone at the neighbourhood of the bi-material corner appearing at the end of the overlap and was compared 
with the purely elastic solution. Results showed that the yielding zone appeared around the corner with a significant 
influence from the used yielding criteria. Three yielding criteria were considered taking or not into account the 
influence of the mean stress: Raghava, Drucker-Prager and Von Mises. The results with the different yielding 
criteria were compared with the analytical (elastic) and numerical elastic (boundary element) solutions. The 
comparison with experimental results suggested that the most suitable criterion had to be dependent on the mean 
stress. De Luca et al. (2016) made a FEM analysis to determine the stress-strain state for a bonded single lap joint 
under peeling load. The method was validated by comparing the numerical results with the experimental ones and a 
good correlation was achieved. Moreover, the adhesive layer was modelled by means of cohesive elements which, 
however, present some numerical difficulties, related to the dependence from the own element size, and hence 
solved through a proper procedure. 

2. Geometry and material 

a            b 

Fig. 1. (a) Single-lap joint with one bolt; (b) single-lap joint with two bolts. 

The single-lap joint was modelled with two adherends of length and width equal to 90 mm and 25 mm 
respectively, with an overlap of 20 mm. At the interface of the two laminates there was placed an adhesive layer of 
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